
Abstract. Background/Aim: Histology in protracted
ulcerative colitis (UC) discloses high numbers of chronic
inflammatory cells and crypts with architectural distortions.
In severe cases, ulcerations are frequently found. The
histogenesis of colonic crypts with architectural distortions
in UC remains elusive. A recent review of colectomy
specimens from patients with UC revealed crypts
surrounding mucosal ulcerations exhibiting severe
architectural distortions. They were called corrupted colonic
crypts, CCCs. Material and Methods: Archival hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E)-stained sections from three colectomies
having several mucosal ulcers were selected for the study.
The mucosa bordering mucosal ulcers was particularly
scrutinized. Results: The review of 49 sections (mean=16.3,
range=14-20) in the three colectomies revealed 60 ulcers
(mean=20, range=13-27). The following CCC phenotypes
were found bordering mucosal ulcers: with asymmetric
lateral fission (n=11), with dual or three-foiled corrupted
fission (n=19), with cystic dilatations (n=3), L-shaped crypts
(n=7), T-inverted crypts (n=6), shoe-shaped crypts (n=3),
horizontal crypts (n=14), multi-lobate crypts (n=2), and/or
inter-connecting crypts (n=5). Conclusion: The regeneration
of ulcers in UC seems to proceed with neo-formation of
corrupted crypts. In the same colectomies, none to
occasional CCCs were found in large areas of the mucosa
having severe chronic inflammation. Importantly, none of the
occasional CCCs were found in other diseases of the colonic
mucosa with chronic inflammation or in unspecific ulcers of

the colon. Since neither chronic mucosal inflammation per
se, nor unspecific ulcers of the colon are central for the
formation of CCCs, it is suggested that crypt distortions of
the non-ulcerated colonic mucosa in patients with UC might
mirror formerly healed mucosal ulcerations.

The histologic examination of biopsies or surgical specimens
from patients with protracted ulcerative colitis (UC) reveals
high numbers of chronic inflammatory cells and distortion
of the shape of the crypts. Granulocytes are found during the
active phase of the disease and ulcerations are frequently
found in severe cases. 
Distortion of the shape of the crypts in UC has received

various descriptive trivial names in the literature, such as
alterations in crypt configuration (1), crypt distortions (2),
crypt branching (3) and architectural aberrations (4), to name
some. Nevertheless, the histogenesis of distorted crypts in
UC has remained unexplored.
In previous work, we found non-dysplastic distorted colonic

crypts of various shapes intercalated between normal crypts,
in histologic sections from the colon of rats treated with
different carcinogens (5, 6). Those distorted colonic crypts
were called corrupted colon crypts (CCCs). More recently,
while reviewing colectomy specimens from patients with
severe UC we found similar distorted crypts surrounding
mucosal ulcerations. 
The purpose of this communication was to report and to

illustrate the abnormal crypts evolving at the edge of mucosal
ulcers in colectomy specimens from patients with UC. 

Materials and Methods

Archival sections from three colectomies exhibiting a high number
of mucosal ulcers were selected for the study. Surgery was
performed because of severe UC refractory to clinical treatment. 
The histological sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E). The mucosa bordering mucosal ulcers was particularly
scrutinized. Ulcers with re-epithelization were regarded those being
partially or totally covered by a single-cell layer. As non-dysplastic
CCCs bordering mucosal ulcers were regarded those portraying one
or more alterations (see Table I). 
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Results

A total of 49 filed H&E-stained colonic sections (mean=16.3,
range=14-20) were available for review. A total of 60 ulcers
(mean=20, range 13-27) were found. 
The results, condensed in Table I, show the frequency of

the various CCC phenotypes bordering mucosal ulcers in the
three specimens.
In addition, two of the 22 ulcers showed partial or total

re-epithelization of the luminal aspect of the ulcer. Examples
of some CCC phenotypes bordering ulcers in UC are shown
in Figure 1. 

Discussion 

The results of this work indicate that the regeneration of
ulcers in the colonic mucosa of patients with UC proceeds
with neo-formation of crypts exhibiting corrupted shapes.
Why the normal process of crypt regeneration in the colonic
mucosa bordering UC ulcers is severely altered, remains

elusive. It is known that colonic crypts replicate by
symmetric fission, beginning at the base of the crypts and
proceeding upwards until two identical, individual crypts are
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Figure 1. Regenerating ulcers in ulcerative colitis (UC). a: Corrupted cystic crypts with asymmetric fission (vertical arrows), and horizontal fission
(horizontal arrow) (H&E, ×4), b: Two hyperplastic, dilated crypts (left arrows) and one shoe-shaped crypt (central arrow). Note the absence of
muscularis mucosa beyond the central arrow (H&E, magnification ×4), c: Crypts with asymmetric fission (upper crypt), one inverted T-shaped
(left) and one L-shaped (right). (H&E, magnification ×10), d: Multi-lobate crypts with asymetric fission (H&E, magnification ×20), e: Crypt showing
a central dilatation connected with five corrupted crypts, the one in the right ending in a three-foiled fission (H&E, magnification ×4), f: For
comparison, colonic mucosa with chronic inflammation in UC without ulcerations showing no corrupted crypts (H&E, magnification ×4).

Table I. The number of corrupted colonic crypts (CCCs) found adjacent
to colonic ulcers in colectomy specimens from patients with protracted
ulcerative colitis (UC).

CCCs bordering ulcers in UC                                No. CCCs*

With asymmetric lateral fission                                   11
With dual or three-foiled fission                                  19
Cystic crypts                                                                   3
L-shaped crypts                                                              7
T-inverted crypts                                                            6
Shoe-shaped crypts                                                         3
Horizontal crypts                                                          14
Multi-lobate crypts                                                         2
Inter-connecting crypts                                                   5

Total                                                                               70

*In some cases, >1 phenotypes of CCC were found.



created (7, 8). During crypt renewal, stem cells at the crypt
bottom generate amplifying daughter cells that proliferate
and differentiate while migrating upwards (8). APC normally
down-regulates WNT signaling. The APC concentration is
low at the crypt bottom and high at the top (the domain of
differentiated cells). In contrast, WNT signaling is high at
the bottom (where stem cells reside) and low at the top.
Hence, WNT and APC gradients are important in crypt
formation and regulation. Since both APC and WNT
signaling components (e.g. survivin) are required for mitosis,
this mechanism establishes a zone in the lower crypt where
conditions are optimal for maximal cell division and crypt
orientation (7). Mutation of the APC gene causes abnormal
crypt fission, disorientation of the crypts, and increased crypt
production (7). Based on that knowledge, the present
findings suggest that the asymmetric fission in colorectal
crypts might be the result of unbalanced WNT signaling in
areas adjacent to mucosal ulcers in UC. 
In the three colectomies, none to occasional CCCs were

found in large areas with severe chronic inflammation
(Figure 1f). Importantly, other diseases of the colonic
mucosa with chronic inflammation such as diverticular
disease-associated colitis (9), diversion colitis (10),
lymphocytic colitis (11), radiation colitis (12), collagenous
colitis (13), ischemic colitis (14), and chronic colitis in
Behçet’s disease (15), show none to occasional CCCs. The
same is valid for non-specific ulcers of the colon (16).
Obviously, the development of CCCs bordering ulcers in UC
is not influenced by protracted chronic mucosal
inflammation or by unspecific ulcers of the colon. 
Since neither chronic mucosal inflammation per se, nor

unspecific ulcers of the colon are central for the formation
of CCCs, it is suggested that crypt distortions of the non-
ulcerated colonic mucosa in patients with UC might mirror
formerly healed mucosal ulcerations.
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